PURPOSE:

The purpose of this Interim Policy And Procedures Memorandum (IPPM) is to clarify dress code requirements for Institutional Probation / Parole Officers (IPO). The Department recognizes the need for IPOs to wear clothing that is professional in appearance, whilst also being practical, functional and durable for the daily duties IPOs must complete. This clarification aims to increase the range of clothing options IPOs will have.

APPLICATION:

This IPPM applies to all Probation / Parole Officers assigned to a correctional institution.

EXISTING DOC POLICY & PROCEDURES MODIFIED:

This IPPM modifies language found in DOC P&P 201.12, Division Of Institutions – Probation / Parole Officer Dress. Specifically, language found in Procedures section III.

NEW PROCEDURES:

Procedures section III, B, shall be deleted:

B. – BDU’s are not authorized.